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PREFACE 

The problem facing every j unior high school mathematics 

teacher is that of revitalizing the content of the 

curriculum. This report is not an attempt to solve the 

problem, but it is hoped that the outlines presented will 

give the student some basic concepts that coincide with the 

current changes taking place in the field of mathematics. 

I would like to .acknowledge indebtedness to Dr. James 

H. Zant for his guidance. suggestions, and loan of material;

to Dl". M. L. Keedy for making the material from the 

University of r�ryland Mathematics Project (Junior High 

School) available; and to my instructors and fellow class

mates fo.r the numerous ideas borrowed from them through 

discussions. 
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CHAPTER I 

In this age of science there is now, and will be in the 

future, a greater demand for trained technical personnel. 

In order to assure this country of sufficient scientific 

manpower .for the future, teachers must in sorne way impress 

upon the :minds of American youth the importance of technical 

training. 

fliathematics is a basic part of this training. Not only 

is it necessary in the training of technicians, but a basic 

knowledge of mathematics is essential in many other fields 

of endeavor. Begle aptly expresses the need for a sound 

mathematical background. He says: 

The world of today demands 1nore mathematical knowledge 
on the pa.rt of more people than the world of yesterday, and 
the world of' tomorrow will demand even more. It is there
fore important that mathematics be taught in a vital and 
imaginative vmy which will make students aware that it is a 
living., growing subject which plays 

1
n increasingly impor

tant part in the contemporary world. 

The above paragraphs present, informally, some of the 

problems facing the present school teachers. r.rhe writer is 

chiefly interested in the problem as it concerns the 

lE. G. Begle, nThe School Mathematics Study Group, r,i
The .Mathernatics Teacher, LI (December. 1958}, 616. 
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teaching or mathematics an.d the content of the courses 

taught in the seventh and eighth grades. 

2 

Proof that sound mathematical programs are not being 

executed in the nation's schools is evident in the exigent 

demands from leading educators and rnany other sources that 

changes in the content of curriculum and the manner 0£ 

presentation be made and that the requirements be increased. 

The interest shown by the government and many universities 

to provide special training for the mathematics and science 

teachers is added proof' that there is neglect. Especially, 

in the opinion or the \1I"iter, has the junior high school 

been neglected. 

The writer worked with both junior and senior high 

school students for six years. During that period. he 

worked in small schools in two di££erent states. Similar 

problems were found as follows: (1) lack or L"lterest on the 

part of the teacher and the pupil; (2) repetition or same 

principles in different grades; (.3) mathemati·es usually 

taught by non-majors; and (4) the und.erestintation of the 

ability of the junior high school pupil t,o grasp stronger 

subjects in rdathematics. 

The writer's a.1w·areness of the need for a revision of' 

the mathematics program in the seventh and eighth grades led 

to the 1.J1:>iting oi' this report. This report will include an 

outline of units which may be added to the curriculum in the 

junior high school. These units and the aims and objectives 

of each will mako up the content. of Chapter II. Chapter III 
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will be devoted to grade seven and will contain material 

suitable for classroom instruction. Chapter IV will be 

devoted to the eighth &Tade. Chapter V will be devoted to 

the summary and suggestions for grade nine. The units and 

tbG outlines will be an outgrowth of careful study of 

reports ma.de by mathematics study groups, books on current

ma.then.ia.tical concepts, and articles concerning the revision 

of the mathematics program in scbools. 

The \I/Titer hopes to gain from this report sor11e ideas,.

principles. and a clearer understanding of materials which 

may be presented to the junior high school pupil. He feels 

thats as a result or this study, he can return to the class

room better equipped for the task 0£ training boys and 

girls .• 



CHAPTER II 

SUGGI;J;S1l'ED UlUTS FOR THE SEVEI4TH 
.AJ,JD EIGHTH GRADES 

Because of the deniands made upon schools by society, 

there is much public insistence that- schools up-date their 

science and rna:the:matics programs to adapt to the technolog

ical f'act.s of everyday living. t'.Jua.ntitative thinking is 

required constantly in carrying forward. everyday enterprises 

both in and out of school. There is no end to the situ.a-

tions involving the need for mathetiW.t.:ical interpretat.ion. 

If children are to lead economically and socially competent 

lives. they must be helped tQ understand nur11ber as such and 

to see :U�s application to daily life. x4any educational 

leaders share this opinion as illustrated by the i.'ollowing

statement: 

••• rnathetnatics has a central responsibility in the junior 
high_ school curriculm1.. It is not a collection of detailed 
skills, euitable for drill oethod alone. The mathematics
curr.iculuu1 calls f'or a thoughtful study of problens that 
eff-ectively use ari�hmetic, aid!d.by sorne2algebra and 
geometry of form, size, and _position ..... .

The School nathema:tics Study Group, financed by the 

tiational Science Foundation, was set up with E. G.- Begle o:f 

2chester Scott, t1I,1athe:matical Contributions to the
Needs of Y-outh,,fl The Uathematic-s Teacher, LI (Decern,ber, 
l9!HH, 612. 
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Yale University as executive director. As a part of' the 

activity of this group,, the cornmittee on grades seven and 

eight prepared a number of units to be triad out by a group 

of teachers in these grades during the acade-mic year 1958-

;9. The topies for the units are: 

l. An Introductory Unit on *'\�y Study I!!iathematics?tt

2. Decimal and Non-Decimal Numeration

2a. Symbols 

) • The Natural Numbers and Zero 

4,. Factoring and Primes 

4,a.. Divisibil.ity (A supplementary unit) 

; .. Unsigned Rationals 

6. _ llon-!01ietrie Geometry 

7. Measurement

S. Informal Geometry I (Angle Relationships)

9. Ini:ormal Geometry II (Congruent Triangles, Perpen
dicular Bisectors,, Parallelo
grams, Theorem of Pythagoras) 

10. Approximation

11. ?l!athe,aatics in Seienee--The Lever (A Supplementary
Unit}

1.2. Sta:tist.ics--A Unit on :!:Totthematies in Social Studies

13. Chanee

l/+ •. Finite Il!athematical Systems (A �upplementary
Unit) .J 

3yaie University School Mathematics Study Gro�p #
�Eu,:imengal Uni ts for §.@y;enth �d Eighth Grades, A Report

epa:red y the Comm!ttee on dra es 7 and 8 (f:tev Haven, 
l95B). 

- -
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Use o!' material of Maryland's School T4athematics Study 

Group was ma.de by this committee. 

In making an outline for the seventh and eighth grades, 

these units were considered by the writ.er, and a list of 

aims ancl objectives was formulated. 

Aime and Objeetive.s ot Units 

•'Why §tugz Mataematics?n

The aim of unit one is to give the pupil an apprecia

tion tor the importance of mathematics. The objectives are 

(l) to develop an understanding o£ what mathematics is as

opposed to simple computation and (2) to motivate the pupil 

by pointing out the need for ma.thematics. 

Dec� and I�on-Z:,eewl Numeration 

The aim o£ unit two is to deepen the student's under

.standing of decimal notation for whole numbers and to delve 

dee.par into the reasons i'or the mechanical operation of 

addition and multiplicati.on. The objectives are (1) to 

become i'a."11iliar with the number symbols; (2) to learn the 

dafinitiona c4 some basic terms 0£ t.he nux;1ber system; and 

()) to eontrast other number systems and synibolisms with 

the S:ystem .. 

I.t!e lfttyt@l ?lumbers g.nd. Zero 

To develop in the pupil an appreciation for the number 

system and to lead him to an understanding of its basic 
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operations are the aims of this unit. The objectiv-es are 

(1) to recognize the advantage in one-to-one correspondence;

(2) to learn oome of the properties of the natural number

and zero;()} to learn the principles that govern the basic 

operations or natural numbers; and (4.) to give practice in 

the use of' the symbols nis 1ess t.llan° and tlis greater than. B1 

Factorino· and Pri1:1es. 
-11 _ T IP. b .-i 

1'he air11s of unit four are to review the fundamental 

skills: of arithmetic and to t;;ive soma inductive and infonnal 

deductive :reasoning skill. The objectives are (1) to 

identify prime and composite uw11bers; (2) to recognize 

quickly odd. and even nu.nbers by inspect.irig their decimal 

numet"'als; and (J) to identify fact.ors or a :natural number 

and a product. 

pnsigned Fsationals 

The aim of unit f'i .. ,e is to develop in the pupil an 

understan.ding of fractional notation and why it is needed. 

The objectives are (l) to learn .some of the properties of 

rational nmnbers; (2) to lea.1"11 the relation.ship between 

rationals e;itpressed as integers and rationals expressed as 

deeiraala; aad (.3) to learn tho principles that {�overn th� 

fundamental operations on rational m:Imbers. 

In unit, six, the au1 is to develop i11 the student some 

ircipot'tant geometric properties without involving the id.ea of 
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measurement. The objectives are (l} to understand the con

cepts of a line, a set, an ele"'nent, a plane, and space; 

(2) to be able to recognize line segraents and their end

points and skew lines; (J} to be able to identify hali"

lines, rays, end points of rays, and simple closed curves in 

a place; and (4) to be able to define and use words and 

terms th.at describe non-.metric properties in geometry. 

Fileasurement 

To develop within the student the ability to recognize 

the different systems of measurement and their uses is the 

aim of the seventh unit .. The objectives are (1) to learn 

the basic units of the two widely used systems; (2) to learn 

the comparison and con.version principles; and (3) to learn 

the units that are standard the world over. 

Informal Geometry I 

The aim of m1it eight is to learn th� properties of 

geometric figures by experimenting, measuring, and formu

lating conclusions by incluctive reasoning. The objectives 

are (l) to introduce eertaiu geomet:r.ic concepts and 

relations; (2) to give the pupil experience in verificati.on 

of experi.rne11tal results and informal deductive argument on 

the basis of previously stated principles; and (3) to 

develop an a'ft.ia.reness of the occurrence :in the enviro:nment of 

illustrations of points,. liries, planes. and three dimen

sional r(itgions bounded by ;,oints ,. lines, and plan.es. 
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Informal Geometry IJ 

In unit nine ,, the aim is to learn the construction of 

geometrical figures using the concepts of points and lines 

to improve upon inductive and deductive reasoning. The 

objectives are (1) to learn the kinds of angles and their 

relationship; (2) to learn the kinds 0£ lines and their 

relationship; (.3} to learn the principles of congruency; and 

(4,) to study the various theorems and their application. 

Approxifflit;ion 

To develop in the pupil the idea that the measurement 

of a single thing is an approximation and not exact is the 

aim of the tenth unit., The objectives are (1) to recognize 

the difference between the process of counting separate 

objects and measuring a single object; (2) to learn the 

di..fference between the terms "precision• and "accuraeyn ; and 

{)) te learn the principles involving error and ,significant 

digits. 

:Ma.thematics in Science 

Tho aim of unit eleven is. to help the pupil to become 

aware of the importance of matb�:aatics in science and of the 

necessity of mathematical data to carry out experiments. 

The objectives are (l) to give the pupil experience in 

collecting r.-iathematieal data in an experiment in science; 

(2) to give the pupil experience in the typical inductive

method of science; (.3) to help the pupil to see the impor

tance of the quantitative aspect of the physical experiment; 
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and (4,) to give the pupil skill in mathematical application 

to science. 

Statistics 

To help the pupil to become aware 0£ the varied uses of 

mathematics in the social sciences is the aim or unit 

twelve. The objectives are (1) to help the student develop 

t.he elementary concepts or statistics: (2) to help the

student to develop an appreciation of mathema.tieal applica

tions in the social studies; (J) to show that. mathematical 

interpretation .of statistics is very important and necessary 

for certain governmental agencies to make predictions; and 

(4) to show how important matheraa.tieal interpretation o£

statistics is in 'business. 

Chane§ 

In unit thirteen. the aim is to introduce some of the 

elementary properties of probability.. The objectives are 

(1) to help the student understand the use and importance of

probability to science, industry, and business and (2) to 

introd.ue.e to the student the concept of elassif'ying 

counting,, ratio, estimation, and the t1eaning and measure of 

er..ance. 

Fi;nite :Mathematical Systems 

To holp the student to achieve some appreciation or the 

nature of mathematical systems is the aim of unit fourteen. 

The objectives are (1) to increase understanding of 
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commutative, associative, and distributive properties of: 

numbers; ( 2) to develop an understanding of closure�· 

identit.y element., and inverse element concept; and ( .3 ) to 

increase understanding of the inverse operations of div.ision 

and subtraction. 
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CHAPTER III 

fa!THEti'.AT!CS FOR THE SEVENTH GRADE 

Interest in the improvement of the teaching of mathe
matics is more widespread than at any other tim.e in recent 
years. The explosive growth 0£ the subject, recent interest 
in its foundations, and new and spectacular applications to 
.fields hitherto unaffected by mathematics have implications 
for all levels or in$truction--from the kindergarten to the· 
graduate sc.hool... .4

Ideas which employ the use of abstractions and gener

alizations have taken precedence over once important subject 

matter included in the curriculum because they are more in 

line with newer mathema.tica.l concepts. The following 

outline ., based on a study or the units prepared by the 

University or I�yland. r.'Iathem.aties Projects, will adhere 

closely to the £oregoing st-atements. 

Decimal and Nen-Decimal Numeration 

Sxstems, ot, i�)!IlerAtion 

The purpose or teaching non-decimal systems 0£ numera

tion is not to produce facility in calculating with them. 

The modern decimal system is wholly adequate. It is so 

familia1,, however, that its structure and the concepts 

4Natienal Council of Teachers of Mathematics, As �e See 
ll (Washington, 195g), P• J • 

- - -
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involved in its algorithms are too easily overlooked. As a 

study of a foreign language aids in the understanding of the 

mother tongue, so a study of less fai.niliar nurneration aids 

in understanding the familiar. A look at a different 

syr.abolism :for numbers can bring out the fact that the 

symbols used are not themselves numbers--a distinction which 

is important to make. It is apparent that, when one con

fines this arithmetic activity to the use of the decimal 

system, he is apt to think of arithmetic as consisting of 

manipula·tion of decimal symbols rather than as a study of 

numbers themselves and their properties. The idea that 

numbers have properties independent of any system of symbol

ism m.ust be brought out. Emphasis also should be placed 

upon the importance of systematic position. 

It is essential that the student understands these 

facts: 

1. Murnbers may be named in different ways;

2. A nurn.eral with several digits refers to a surn, each

addend of which may be expressed as a product of

factors (not using the word 1'factorn at this time);

3. The number property of a collection can be thought

of in groups other than ten;

4. The smaller the base, the fewer the symbols but the

longer the numeral to narne a nun1ber; and

5. The larger the base, the greater the number of

symbols but the shorter the numeral to name the

number.
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As an activity. one should provide students tdth a 

eoll.eetion 0£ things to count, such as sticks, matches, and 

paper squares.. One may have them take fifteen of the 

objects and then ask questions concerning groupings to tell 

the number of objects without saying "fifteen .. " One should 

explain that writing "£if'teen° means one ten and five ones: 

this is grouping by tens.. The teacher should have the 

students group objects on other bases and should point cut 

the positions and their relations to the various bases. 

S$1bOl§ 

The understanding and correct use. of the symbols used 

in mathematics are essential to the person engaged in mathe

mat:ieal activity; they are the tool.s of mathematics. 

Precise use of language is mandatory in the LJQthematical 

processes. A common. error in ·using symbols is that of con

fusing them with the thing they represent. 

Before leav.ing this section ot the unit• the student 

sllould be f'amiliar with these facts: 

l. A symbol is a means or expressing an idea;

2. Symbols have meaning by agreement;

J. A symbol :may have dif'ferent meanings in different

situations;

i. A symbol is not the thing it represents;

5. The same idea may be expressed by diff'erent

symbol.a;
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6. A symbol for a number is called a numeral;

7. A definition in mathematics is often an agreement

about the meaning of a symbol;

8. A sentence using n=" for i.ts verb is reversible;

and

9. A numeral with dimensions attached is a symbol

which is not a numeral.

15 

Activities could include discussions which bring out 

the definition of symbols. The teacher should have students 

list symbols they know, and he should be certain to have 

some names included. He should ask for some words as 

symbols and present to them n .c::...., " " ;::;, , " " =, " " 4, " and 

"()" with explanations as to their meaning and use. Then he 

should show how the use of quotation marks around symbols 

indicates that the symbol itself is being referred to. 

The Natural Numbers and Zero 

Properties of Natural Numbers 

The natural numbers are the ones used for counting 

beginning with the number one. The natural numbers are 

important because they were the first numbers invented. 

When other kinds of numbers, rational, irrational, and 

imagi nary, were invented, they were given as many of the 

properties of natural numbers as possible. This made the 

new numbers more useful and easier to handle. Therefore, a 

good understanding -of the basic properties or natural 
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numbers is essential to the real understanding or more 

recently invented numbers • 

The essential properties 0£ natural numbers are: 

16 

l. There are two operations, addition{+) and multi

plication ( •), £or which closure exists. Given any

two numbers, a and b, a + b = c where c is another

natural. number. Similarly, a • b = d where d !s

another natural number. Subtraction (the inverse

of addition} and division (the inverse of multi

plication) are not al1r1ays possible within the realm

0£ the natural numbers; the set .is not closed with

respect to these Gperations;

2,. The operations ( +) and ( • ) are C<h"mllutati v-e tor any 

two natural numbers. Gi ve.n natural ru.mabers a and 

b 1 a + b = b + a and a • b ab • a.. Subtraction 

and divisi on are not con1muta.tive1 

).. Both addition and multiplication are associative. 

Given natural numbers, a, b ,- and c, (a + b) + e = 

a +  (b + e) and a •  (b • e) =(a • b) • c. 

Subtraction and division are not. associative; 

4 .. Uultiplication :ts distributive over addition. This 

property is essential to arithmetic computation as 

it. is done today. 

;. There is a na.tural number, 1, having the property 

that 1 •· a = a. Thi.a nuraber is the identity 

element for the operation of mul.tiplica:tion. 
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6. The natur•al numbers are an ordered set with a first

n.Ut;1ber but no last mli.I1ber; every member or the set

has an irnmediate successor.

These properties are fundamental. and it should be 

emphasized. that they do not depend on any system of nun1era

t,ion. Understanding of the concepts. (l) the natural 

nmnbers are not sufficient f'or measurement; ( 2) subtraction 

is t:he opposite of addition; {.3) division is the opposite of 

multiplication; and (4) nun1ber is an abstract concept (an 

idea rath,2ir th.an something ·which can be seen or felt)• is 

essential in this unit.

The teaeher should have students count sets of things. 

in the room. Then he should ask if n:t.m1bera are used in 

cotm:tir,,.g., It should be explained that ma11 invented 11umbera 

for counting, and the importance of this idea should be 

stressed.. One should. review the difference between nurabers 

and numerals, and one should bring in the idea that counting 

is learned by use of sets or th.inga. One then should 

provide students with object.s for counters and liave them 

find 4 + J by n1aking a pile of four on the left .and three on 

the right and count them. He should have thoE1 i.rrite 4 + ) � 

7 ., Then should :repeat this pl'"Ocea.s in reve1:"s�,, It 

should be en,phasized that this is the coraraut.at.ive property 

Of addi t:tOll.* 

he 
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Tbe Humber One 

The first natural number,, one, is worthy of study 

because. .of its properties whieh are uaef'ul in making appli

cations.. nuractional numeralsff and 11deciL1al numerals" 

should be introduced here, as their introduction is ma.de 

easier while discussing the properties of one. The proper

ties of one are (1) that one is the first natural number 

{the starting number used in counting); (2) adding one to a 

natural number gives the next. natural number (the ttsueces

sor" to the number); (J) subtracting one from a natural 

number gives the ttpredeeessor"; (4,) one has no "predeces

sor"; (.5) the product or one and any number is the same 

number (th.e identity property !or multiplieation)-given a 

number, n, n • 1 = n (applies to all numbers, not just 

natural numbers); and (6) .in any of the numbers, natural, 

real,. or complex. n/n = l and n/1 = n for any num:ber 

n (n rO)., 

The teacher should introduce the fraction after stating 

that one is sometimes used to represent all 0£ something 

(th� whole). and a .fraction is not a whole number. The 

division and multiplication of fractions and decimals is 

studied at this point. 

As an activity, the teacher can 1ist the properties of 

one on the board and discuss them briefly. He can ask: nx:r 

a number doe.a not have the .factor 2 and it is divid�d by 2.

what ie the remainder?n Then he ean ask: "If you take an 

even or odd number and add one, what do you get?n He should 
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explain the relationship of o.ne and the division o
f 

decimal

numerals. A:ny n1.1t11ber of activities may be used t.o clarify 

in the minds o£ the students the properties of one and the 

definition of terms used in this seotion of the unit. 

The Npruber Zerp 

The i...'lvention of zero tias a great thing in the develop

ment o
f 
the mathematical syatem •. The erroneous belief that

·zero is not a number stems from the fact that zero usually

is defined as nothing. Actually,. zero is a symbol used to

represent the absence of a quantity. Since numbers are

created by definition, zero is a number ,-n.th certain special

properties: (1) It is the number ·which should be used to

answer the question ''hou manyn (meaning--"not any"}; (2) it

is the number obtained by subtracting any number from

it.self; (.3) zero is leas than any natural number; {4) the

sum of zero and any number is that nunber ( zero is the

identity for addition}; (5) if any factor or a product is

zero, the product is zero; (6) no non-zero number may be

di vided by zero, and zero cannot be divided by zero; and

(7) when zero is divided by any other number, the result is

zero. 

As an aetivity, the teacher can ask: "Suppose someone 

asks you how many horses you have, and you do not have any? 

What ntmber would you use to answer?" He can explain that 

t.alcing the set of natural numbers and putting zero with

them, the new: set would be called the set of nwhole 
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nurnbers,. n He can draw a line on the board representing the 

natural numbers and ask where zero would come. He should 

br.i.ng out tha.t sero is less than any natura.l number and 

point out that. this scale ia like that 0£ a ruler with zero 

at the beginning. Students should illustrate by making 

paper scales with zero at the left end. 

The System ot Integers Under Addition 
·- . . . . 

Man invented and used numbers years before the inven

tion and use or negative numbers. This interval probably 

wa.s due to an assumption that numbers had a pre-existence 

and were discovered rath@r than man-made. The idea that man 

invented numbers and number systems is of' major importance. 

The approach to constructing the system of integers is 

arithmetic rather than geometric. The system is restricted 

to the operation of additio.n and it.a opposite ,. subtraction, 

in order to simplify the procedure. Concentration is on 

commutativity and associativity rather than on jumps along a 

line. After the properties of this mathematical system are 

familiar, the idea of vector interpretation is brought in ,.

and several applications based on the vector idea are 

eomtidered. 

This section should give an understanding of the 

following: 

1. The system of whole numbers is not closed under

subtraetion--zero i.s the only whole number which

has an inverse for addition;
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2. A systera of "integers• using only addition can be

invented such that every member will have an

inverse for addition--then.subtract.ion always will

be possible;

J. A numeral for a positive integer has two parts--a

positive sign and a numeral for a natural number;

4. A nw.uber for a negative integer has two parts--a

negat.ive sign and a numeral for a. natural number;

5. A "+Jtt. is read H"positive three"--the n+
n does not.

mean addition, and a n-3 n is read '1negative.

t.hree'•--the ••-" does not mean subtract;

6. The inverses for all positive integers are the

negative integers;

7. The positive integers behave like natural numbers

in that they have commutative and associative

properties for addition;

a. The integer zer,o is the i.dentity for addition;

9. Addition can be defined in any way except that

previous agreements must not be violated;

10. Subtraction is the opposite or addition--subtrac

t.ion of one integer from another is the same thing

as adding the inverse; and

ll. The integers can be ordered along .a line.

As an activity the teacher can ask: nrn the system of 

natural numbers, what is 10 - 4, 5 - J, and 7 - ??" He 

should bring out t.bat this subtraction (7 - 7) cannot be 

done in the system of natural numbers, or w7 - 7v is not a. 
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na..�e for any number of the natural system. He should 

explain that a new system called whole numbers was invented 

so that subtraction like this could be done. 

Factoring and Prines 

This unit is a brief introduction to number theory. 

?lumber theory is that branch of mathematies eoncerned with 

prope:rties o.f natural numbers--properties which are inde

pendent of numeration. A number is a prime whether it is 

named in base ten• base n. or in any other manner, and the 

study of primes is fundamental in the theory of numbers. 

The applications or the fundamental theorem� arithmetic 

( the "unique factorization property") are many. 'I\r10 other 

important ideas introduced in this unit are inductive and 

deductive methods of proo.f. 

This unit should give an understanding or the following 

things: 

1. The process of finding factor is called.

".
f

actoring.n

2. In a product of two or more numbers, eaeh of these

nu,."ilbers is a £actor of the product.

J. Every number has the factor one; every nurJ.ber is a

product of itself and one.

4,. A natural number is called a nprime" if it has 

exactly two different factors, itself and one. 



5.. A natural nurn.ber is called 11composite u if it has 

more than two fact.ors other than itself and one. 

2J 

6. A number is called ueven" if it has the factor two.

Otherwise, it is falled •1odd. n

7. A product is even if one or more of its factors is

even.

S. The sum of two odd numbers is even; the sum of two

even numbers is even; the sum of an odd and an even

m.1n1ber is odd.

9. Evel"'Y composite can be factored as a product of

primes in only one way ex.cept for order of the

factors. This is the unique factorization property

for natural numbers.

10. Given two or more numbers, any number which is a

factor of each of them is called a "eommon factor."

11. If one number is a factor of another, the second is

called a "multiple" of the first.

12. Given any two numbers, any m . .unber \thich is a

multiple or each of' them is called a t
t

common

r.rultiple'1 of the two numbers.

It should be pointed out that just a few illustrations 

do not prove a general principle. Statements must be made, 

and reasons given £or t.hem, in such a way as to apply to all 

possible situations in question. Induction must be planned 

for and encouraged. Clear distinction must be made between 

induction and deduction.. The principle o.t greatest com.rnon 

factor and least common multiple should be emphasized. 
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The teacher should ask students for the sum of the two 

prim.es, three and five; for sums of several pairs of primes, 

always making sure that two is not included as one of the 

prirnes; and have them write the sums. He should ask what 

they notice about the rrmnbers which are the sums of the two 

pri.'1les and hope for the conclusion that they are all even 

(or at least composite). He can then have them try to give 

a deductive argurrtent. Finally, he should show an example 

like two plus three. He should explain that no matter how 

many examples are given (unless all possible are given) 

proof is :not substantiated. 

Some of the :ideas used in this unit should come from 

the students. This is important, as student participation 

develops creative activity. The role of the teacher is to 

encourage the free flow of ideas and moderate discussions. 

The Non-Negative Rational Nurabers 

The Nur:.1.ber Syster:1 of Ordinary Ar·it.hmetip 

In this S<3ction of the unit., the system of rational 

11mnbers is introduced as 0arithmetic n numbers rather than 

rational. The definition of rational number given here is a 

fractional nmnber whose numerator and denominator are whole 

nun1bers rather than a set of equivalent ordered pairs of 

whole numbers. These are called 11arithmetic" nurnbers. 

These s'ar:lthr1etic e1J :nmnbers include all of the numbers 

familiar to the seventh gradi::::r. The system of retal m.unbers 

/ 
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should not be considered here. The teacher should point out 

that the need for numbers other than the natural or whole 

numbers arose in connection with measurement and that the 

invention of the traction served as a necessary convenience 

in carrying out division. 

Clear definitions with examples must be given :for terms 

encountered, such as nume1'"ator, denominator, .fractional 

numeral., decimal numeral, reciprocal, discount, and commis

sion. Emphasis should be given to the properties 0£ 

.arithmetic nurabers: (l) multiplication and addition are 

associative; (2) two arithtlletic numbers with the same 

denominator have the same name; (J) these numbers must have 

the sarae name to add them; (4) multiplication and addition 

0£ fractions is commutative; and (5) the distributive 

property is also true for these numbers. 

An understanding of the following is necessary: 

l. Decide on the properties arithmetic numbers should

have to convey the ideas they represent.

2. Inverses for multi.plication are called "recipro

cals i., of each other.

J. To divide an arithmetic number by another gives the

same results as multiplying by the reciprocal of

the second.

4. The arithmetic numbers have order.

5. Decimal numerals for arithmetic numbers either end

or repeat.
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6. A fra.ctional numeral for a number which is named by

a repeating decimal ntm1eral may be found in a

systematic v.iay.

An activity for this section m.ay consist of ·writing 

some pairs of numerals on the boa.rd .such as 6, 2 and 9, J. 

The teacher then should ask: "For each pair, by wbat would 

you multiply the second to ge.t the first?n Then he should 

ask similar questions for pairs, such as 2, 5 and J, 7. He 

should bring out that whole numbers as .answers cannot be 

given for the latter cases. To find these- answers, one must 

divid.e the .first number by the second. The teacher should 

include activites to show the relationship between frac

tions, decimals, and per cents. This is somewhat of a 

transition section, and in the end note can be :made of the 

similarity between the properties 0£ arithmetic numbers and 

natural numbers. 

Sxstem ,or Rational Numbers 

In this system 0£ numbers, definitions are given to the 

operations of addition and multiplication so that the 

properties of commutativity. associativity, and distribu

tivity are pre$erved. ieflaking these definitions of such that 

the operations have the desired properties introduces a new 

name to this system--"Field. n The set 0£ elements in this 

system is infinite. 

A clear understanding should be given to the following: 
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lo The system of ordinary arithmetic .is not closed to 

subtraction. Zero is the only number having an 

additive inverse. 

2. Invent the system of rational numbers such that

every member will have an inverse for addition.

Subtraction l'.r-i.11 the:n always be possible.

). The positive rationals behave like the arithmetic 

nurnbers. 

4.. The proper reading and t-n-iting of numerals tor 

rational nu.robe.rs i.s necessary as well as the 

identi
f

ication of positive and negative rationals. 

5. Addition is defined so that it will have as many

familiar properties as possible.

6.. Addition is commutative and associative; subtrac

tion is the opposite 0£ addition; and subtraction 

is the same as a.dding to the inverse. 

7. Multiplication for rational numbers is defined so

that it has the properties of closure, commutativ

ity, associativity, and distributivity of multi

plication over addition.

8. Division of rational numbers is al.ways possible

except by zero.

9. A pos.itive one is the identity i'or multiplication

for rational numbers.

10. The rational numbers have order; the order has

properties; there is no largest or smallest; given



a rational number there is no nnext u one; and the 

order is dense. 
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As an activity, the teacher should ask: nxn the nu.mber 

syatem of ordinary arithmetic• what is 1/3 - 2/3 ? ¥• He 

should bring out that this subtraction, and many like it, 

car:.ai.ot be done i.n this system. He should ask: nwhich of 

the nui:ubers have an inverse for multiplication? 0 and '1For 

addition?n Bring out t.hat only zero has inverse. He should 

explain aud relate the invention of' the system .of rational 

nurubertS for the purpose of solving: exa.rnples like the one 

suggested. 

Non-Netric Geometry 

Usually, geometric concept.s which do not involve 

notions of measurement or distanca are taught as needed. 

The non-metric concepts are basic and in many ways more 

fundamental than metric notions. 11eaching these concepts 

leads the student to the discovery of basic raaterial and 

introduces sets and set intersections which are fundamental 

for the study of geometry as well as for the study of ma.the

matics in general. 

This unit should give a clear understanding of the 

following: 

1. Use ''lin®" to mean straight line, and it is

unliurl. ted in extent.

/ 
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2. A line is a certain set of points; in a set, the

things are called 1'elements of the set t'; and a set 

without an element is called the i1empty set .. '' 

intersection (the set whose elements are in both 

sets). 

4. A line segment, is dete1""Inined by t1:10 points on a

line called nend pointsu of the segrnents.

5. A line segment can be named in more than one way.

6. Between any two points on a line, there is a third

point.

7. A point 011 a line separates the line into three

sets--to half-lines and a set containing just the

given point. If the point is put with a half-line,

a set of points called a. �rayr� is .formed.

8. A line lies on a point as well as a point lies on a

line, and there is a nset or lines on a pointH and

a one-to-one correspondenee between lines on a

point and points on a line.

9. A plane is an idea1izaticm--a fl.at surface,

unlimited in el.."tent, and without thickness.

10. 11. triangle is a set of points det.eri.nined by three

points and consists o;f the three points together

with the line seg;menta joining them.

11.. ''Curven is a general i:10rd for certain sets of 

points. 

J. For anv tt:10 sets there is a set which is their ., 
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12. A line is a particular kind of curve.

lJ., A nclosed curve0 is one which can be traced so 

that a pencil comes back to the original point.

14. A "simple" closed curve is one which separates a

plane into t
h

ree aets--namely, an outside, an

inside• and the curve or boundary.

15. A line on a plane separates the plane into three

sets--t\'.10 half-planes and the line itse1.f.

JO 

16. Ref erenc,e ean be made to a plane on a line as well

as a line on a plane and a set of lines on a

plane.

17. The intersection cf two planes is either a line or

the enipty set; two lines in different planes,

uhose intersections are the empty set-, are cal.led

'*skew lines."

The teacher should explain to students that drawing a 

sketch, or picture for a line, is to draw a picture of only 

a part or a line--a .line segment. He should ask them to 

think o! soinething that represent.s line segrnents. Bring out 

by these examples that a line segment could be extended to 

get a line. 

Measurement 

Much o:f the material in this unit is traditional $ but 

the introduction of the metric system is given more than 

ordinary importance. Mass and weights are distinguished in 
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tl'1is unit since it i.s felt that they are important for 

understanditclg some. significant physical phenomena in this 

last half .of the twentieth century. The concept o£ a con

"irera.ion f'actor is introduced at thi.s time. It is important 

to rwte tl1at the word "equivalent" rather than ttequal « is 

used in this unit. This reserves the use of the word ••equal tt

.for cases in which its more special n1eaning (two names for 

t.he same thing) applies best. Tm-Jard the end II time and

temperature scales are introduced. These are different 

elasse,.s or measure scales. 

The importance of metric prefixes should be emphasi.zed, 

and it is necessary for the student to understand that: 

l. A system or measure is one in which there are

various units for different kinda of measure.

2. Standardization ot systems of measures is essen

tial.

;. The British-American System of measure is tihe mos.t 

widely used .. 

4. i1ass and weight are two different concepts; weight

refers to the pull of the earth on an object. and

mass refers to the amount 0£ matter .in an object.

5., The units .or mass and w:eights usually have the same 

name. 

6. The metric system is used widely by scientists and

is in general use in most parts of the world. It

is necessary. therefore_.. to be able to convert

between American and metric units.
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7 a, Measures or time are standard the world over: time 

:measure is related to angle measure in rotation of' 

the earth, revolving of the earth in 01"'bi t, and 

rotation of clock hands. 

$. t�easurement of. temperature depends on calibrating 

an inatrurnent.. There is an arbitrai"y zero and an 

arbitrary unit. 

As an activity, the teacher should. discuss and review 

the concept of' a measure and develop the concept of' a system 

of measures. He should have students do re.search on early 

systems of measures. He should discuss these early systems 

in class to bring out how the need' for standardization 

became gradually stronger. He should show that the units 

picked for measures are chosen arbitrarily. He should give 

complete explanation of the British-American System of 

Measures and the metric system. 

Informal Geometry 

Plani Figures I 

A plane figure, in this section, is defined as any set 

or points on a plane. This definition, chosen because it is 

inclusive and general. is much broader than Euclid's notion 

oi" a figure. Certain class of figures. or sets of points, 

merit more attention than others. Anglea, lines :, segments.,

polygons. and interiors of simple closed curves are some of 

the i1nportant classes and will be studied in this section. 
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Nuch of the material is traditional except for the new point 

of view. Here the non-metric concepts are considered 

further, and metric ideas are not mentioned until progress 

a.long non-m.etric lines becomes dif i'icult.. Non-metric 

notions are concerned with the nurnber of sides of a polygon, 

the number of vertices, and the nur,1ber of diagonals of a 

polygon. 

Emphasis should bo giYen to thG t.erms Nominal Scales, 

Relation Scales, Ordir1..al Scales, Interval Scales, and Ratio 

Scales, and an explanation should be ma.de of their differ

ences in relation to measures and measurement. The students 

should learn and understand the definitions for plane, 

figure, quadrilateral, vertex, d:l.a.gonal, concave, unit, sub

unit;, p01e·imeter, and degree. They should he able to 

understand, define, and use parallel 11 to measure, measure, 

int,ersect,ing, altitude, and triangl,e (right, isosceles, and 

equilateral). It is also important, that they be able to 

recognize simple polygons, an ordering among one, two, and 

three dimensional figures, perpendicular lines, and 

adjacisnt, obtuse, acute, and vertical angles. Additional 

skills should be acquired in induction and informal deduc

tion. Skills in the use of the pro·tractor and in 11H3asuring 

and sketching angles should be learned. 

As an activity, the teacher should explain the defini

tion o.f a plane figure. He should reviieritr the definitions of 

closed and simple closed curves. He also should infer that 

several kinds of plane figures have been learned previously 
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(lines 1l half-l:lnes 11 rays, and trian.gle$). should give 

explanat.ion fol" and have a student sketch an angle, a closed 

U'D 
... 

of line segments, and some siniple polygons. 

;PJ.,ane Figures.II 

Thls section is a continuation of the preceding one. 

The study of sets of points is extended, and various classes 

.sets.. Cons{;ruction o.f geometric .figures is introduced here, 

and the language problem associated with measures should be 

emphasi2ied. Distin.ctio:n between a radius or a circle and 

the length of a radius must be ma.de. 'fhe detl3nAination of 

introduced. Volume, or three dimensional measure, is given 

here for completeness. 

Ccmiplete, clear definit.ions should be learned tor these 

terms: (1) interior and e::cterior angles., (2) parallelogram, 

{J) rhorabus, (.4,) transversal, (5) rectangle, (6) circle, 

{7) radius $ (8) dioo1eter, (9) circumference, (10) area, 

(11) volU1:1e, and (12) cube.

Student;s should have an U..'lderstanding of the following:

1.. YJJl1en there are two lines and a third intersecting,.

the third on� is called a transversal. 

2. The sur� cf the measures of the angles on a simple

qtsdrilateral is three-htu'ldred sixty degrees.

3 •. Dlviding the eir-eumference of a circle by the 

memi,sure of its diameter will give a number which is 

the same for all circles. 

curve made 

areas using the concept of a sweeping line seg1:11ent also is 
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number and is approximately .3.14. 

5. A number sentence can be written which gives the

relation between the area of the il'rteriors of a

rectangle (A= 1 • W), a parallelogram {A= b • a),

a tr·iangle (A = i b • a), and a circle (A = 1r • r2 ) ..

6., A number sentence can be l'ri"itten for circles 

(C/D = rr or c/2 • r = 17'); the same thing is said 

1<1hen m.ultiplying by inverse (C = 71' • D and 

C=21f •r). 

The teacher should dra:w a figure on ·the board sh.owing a 

transversal and e1...1)lain the ideal or a transversal. He 

should point out that there are several angles on this 

!igure and see if students can name some of them. He also

should explain that these angles are referred to as 

"interior" and "exterior." He should see if' students can 

figure out which are interior and which are exterior. He 

should bring out that� the ones opening toward the inside are 

the interior angle.a. 

Estimating 

This unit leads up to the topic of Approximations, 

Approximate Calculations, and Mensuration. It is not easy 

to establish the faet that measurements are approximations, 

and there is hope that this unit "tdll prepare the student to

accept and understand this fact. The idea that certain 
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quantities are known only within limits should be stressed ¥

and the idea of n rounded number is given a more significant 

intez·pi"'etation. The fact that guessine; ean be done intelli

gently mll be a step toward maturity t:or thiil student. 

Definitions- :for estimate 1: upper number, lotier number, 

and rounded nuri1ber should be made clear to the students. 

�'hen the Ui."'lit is completed, the student should understand 

these fact-s: 

l. There are some sets of things in the physical world

which have an exact number.bu.tit would be dif.fi·

cult to determine.

2. There are sets of things 11hieh have an exaet

number• but it is impossible to determine.

) • Thera are other things that do not have an exact 

number. 

4,. In al-1 of these cases. it is not necessary or 

helpfw. to know the number exactly even if it does 

exist. 

;. In any of these cases, the number can be estimated. 

6. To estimate a number, or make an estimate of it,

try to make the most intelligent guess possible.

7. t'Jhen estimating, find an upper number (one knO\m to

'be t.oo large) and. a 101,..rer number (-one knoim to be

too small).

8. Syr11bols are written to describe estimates.

9., Better estimates are gotten by measuring. 
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10. Whet1 calculatint.;, use upper and lower numbers.

37 

11. r;stir::iating is important when working tdth 11umbers.

estimates. 

13. r·h:iraerical est:tmating is useful when estimating

phys,ical quantities •

. As an activity, the teache:" should prepare a jal"' full 

estirna:ting. Be .should ask th@ students to guess the number 

of beans :l..iJ. a jar, in--ite the estimate doim, and hand them 

in. The teacher should tabulate &ruesses o» the board to 

done in or.dir1a.ry guessing, give steps usod in estimating, 

12. Experimont,ing :i.s somcti:was helpful in. l';:1aking 

of beans or a similar arrangement to use in illue·era.ting 

shot1 the great. variability.. He should ex:plain what has been 
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CHAPTER .IV 

MATHEFJIATICS FOR THE · EIGHTH GRADE 

An investigation of the contents o£ traditional text

books for the seventh and eighth grades verif'ies the opinion 

that one is somtnthat the repeti.tion of the other. For years 

the eighth grade has been a review or seventh grade work 

with but little addition of more or new concepts. For a 

student to remain interested in a subject, he must have some 

fresh ideas and. concepts constantly challenging him. The 

stud.e.nt ex1.tering the eighth grade is a.t an age t'ithen his 

quest for lsarning is at a high potential. To keep this 

enthusiasm at its peak, a progr&i"ll must be provided with ne11 

and di.f'fQront material. 

The 'bas5a for a.·1 outline for the eighth grade grew out 

of this idea. It is the t..Y.ish 0£ the tff"iter that the 

outline• as presented here. will furnish new ideas .and eon-· 

eepts which will maintain the student's interest. 

"Why Study rJJ.athemat.ics?n

The .major purpose of this unit is tc implant in the 

student• s mincl the idea that mathematics is a great deal 

more than learning to calculate and eomputate numbers using 

"lA..,,o 
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ma�m .. ity wh0,n be., realiz�s 'that mat.h.e-;,iat.ics involves induc

·t:h.;\"e &ind dCfitietivil;; t;h:l.n:dng aloni 1:rlt,h logical reasonix1g to

prove o.nd 1;"el"il'y ifleas and ideals related ·to all t:1alks or 

life. 

This unit. should give ,an understanding that: 

l. To the mathematie.ian, matheinaties is an art just

as music or painting is to the musician or painter.,

2. ?-lfathematics and mathematical principles and con

cepts were invented and developed by man.

) • Mathema tieal principles are used 'to explain 

physical science concepts,. 

4. The use of mathematics is constant in everyday

living.

;. Inductive and deductive reasoning is necessary in 

developing ideas and ideals. 

Deductive reasoning w.a.y be reviewed by taking the t.otal 

n1.1mber or students in the classroom (at least thirteen or

mere) and proving that there are at least two students whose

birthda.ys are within the same month. As an additional 

example. one can use eight marbles, a1l of' which are the 

same color, shape. and size but one which differs in weight-.• 

Using a. balance ,sea.le, one can find the heavy marble in only 

two weighings,. Emphasize that the inductive met-hod of 

learning consists of observing and experimenting, and the 

deductive method is logical reas oning. 

./ 
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Tho Intogers 

!Jon-Negative Integers 

The non-negative integers are the counting numbers and 

zero. These counting 1.1.umbers are knmm as the natural 

numbers. The development of mathematics begins with these 

numbers, and it is important that the nature and properties 

of them be understood. 

Emphasis should be placed on these facts: 

l. The notation for mrr�ing natural numbers and zero

use.a the ten digit.s: o, l, 2,. J, 4, 5, 6, 7, S,

and 9.

2. Ths position or each numeral in a number is essen

tial. in. determining it.s value ..

:,. ?Iatural numbers under the operations o
£ 

addition 

(+) and multiplication(•) have the properties or

closure,, assoc.ia:tivity. commutativity, and 

dist.ributivity. 

4. One is the multiplicative ident.ity. and zero is the

additive identity.

5. The natural numbers a.re discretely ordered.

6. Subtraction and division, the inverses or addition

and multiplication., respectively, are not always

possible ,nthin tbe realm of natura1 numbers.

7. Subtraction and division do not have the properties

or closure, associa:tivity. and eo.vmnutativity.



a. Other bases ar1d systems have the same general.

· .. / properties as the decimal system.
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The pl"'inciples for the cancellation law, �'ti.ma and 

minima, sots. a.nd one-to-one correspondence should be g'lven.. 

Practice i.n the use of the S)'lllbols 1 n <» (is less t.han), 

n >u (is greater than:), '1=" (i.s equal to), and n =ta tt (is not 

equal to) is necessary. •. The definitions for ordinal and 

ca1--dinal numbers shou1d be learned. 

The propert;ies of 1u1.rtur.al numbers may be learned by 

using objects that stud�nts call count. One shculd have them 

group the objects so that the properties can be :reviewed •. 

Negative Integer.� 

Negative means less than zero; positive means more than 

zero. Zero is the representative for the empty set, the 

answer to the question nnot any •. fi' Th.is implies that a nega

tive integer is the inverse of a positive integer. After 

using the na..tural or positive numbers f'or many years, man 

found that they were not sufi'ici.ent to allow unrestricted 

subtraction. To lift this restriction,,. the negative numbers 

were invented. The.sa, were given as many of the same proper

ties as the natural numbers as possible. 

The student should have knowledge of the f'ollo,dng: 

l. The negative numbers are the inverse of positive

numbers.

2., Negative num.bers have the property of cOOJmutativity, 

and associativity • 
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different signs ..

4. 'The integers can be ordered .along a line.

;. Subtractio11, is the opposite of addition. 

6. J.n integer is a collection of pairs 0£ natural

numbers.

Thtl unit. on integers should a.ff'ord challenging activi

ties fer the a.tudent and should give a foundation for the 

principles involved in !Tiathemat.ical computation. 

Factoring and Primes 

This unit. could be called an introduction t.o the 

analysis of integers. A. fac t.or is one of two or more numbers 

used to .f'ind a product. A prime number is one which has no 

other £actors besides itself and one. These definitions, 

together with the fundamental theorem ot arithmetic, give 

some of the basic principles ct the theory of numbers. 

Things to be understood are as follows: 

l. Tho process of finding f:actors is called

Hfactoring. 0

2� In a product of two or raore numbers,. each number is 

a factor of the product. 

J. A number is even if it is di visible by the number

ttm; if not, it is odd.

4. A number is said to be "prirlle" if' it has no other

factors besides itself and one.



cor1posite nurii'ber.s. 

A nu:11bcr ( positive integer) is a product of prir.cies 

essentially one way only {this is the funtla.

YJental theorem of arithriletic) • 

multiple. 

Activities involving the induct.ive and deductive r.1ethod of 

unit should give the 

1\ro integers a and b are said to be congruent 11odulo an 

integer 1n if and only if there exists an integer k such that 
'"' 

a - b a kra.- "' This definition by Weiss in the text Hi�her 

i11cJ.uded to introduce the student to congruence and 

Euclidean Algorithm. lt cornplete analysis of the definition 

in 

7 (4, rmo prime .f aetors of" nU:nbars r,iay be used to find 

Discussions on even and odd nu:abers .and t;heir SUlnS and 

01'\ the :, sieve of Era tostenos u should be inc laded here. 

proofs fol" cez>t.a.in properties associated with primes would 

student;:;-; ccnfidenC"e and assurance that thoil" ideas can play 

an :bapcrtant rcle in the study of :natherii.ntics. 
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of congruence should be given along with the properties 

involved with congruences • 

The properties of' congruence are as follows: 

1. Reflexive: a .:s. a (mod m} read a is co:ngruent to a

modulo m.

2. Synu.11etric: If a-==- b (mod m), then b-=---a (mod m).

3. Transitive: If a -=- b (mod rn) and b -=-- c (mod m)

·then a-==- c (mod m).

The student should become familiar with the Euclidean 

Algori.thm and the principles of casting out nines (residue 

· of a modulo). The teacher should include activities which

will involve these principles.

The Rational and Real !tJumbers 

Rational Numbers 

Addition., subtra.ction, multiplication, and division are 

terms in arithmetic known as the four fundamentals. These 

terms along with their assigned properti.es are the tools 

used .tor c omputation. The rational nUi"Tibers were invented to 

solve certain problems which grew out of the fundamental 

called division. The integers permit subtraction, but they 

do not alt1ays allow division; that is; when one integer is 

divided by another, the remainder is not always zero. This 

problem or division not being a closed operation with the 

integers brought a.bout the invention of numbers known as 

rationals. The term ''fraetiontt is fan1ilia.r to the eighth 

44 
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grader, and a review of its interpretation will make the 

understanding of rationals easier. 
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A fraction is defined as a part of the whole of some

thing and is written as 1/2, 2/3, for exaraple. The 2/3 may

be interpreted as: (1) two parts or a whole which has been 

broken into three equal parts; (2} one of the three equal

· parts of two things; ( J ) a quotient of two numbers ( 2 -+- 3 ) ;

and (4,) a comparison or a ratio (2: 3). The interpreta-

tions thre.e and four describe the rational numbers. One

author's definition .of t,he rational numbers is as follows:

If. a,b are whole numbers of whieh bis not zero,, the
ratio of a to b is a/b (t�h.a result of dividing a by b).. A
rational number is defined as the ratio.of two whole
numbers. The class of all whole numbers is a subclass of
all ratio�l numbers, as is seen by restricting the divisor
b to be 1.

From this., the relationship between fractions and 

rational numbers is seen readily. In this unit emphasis 

should be given to the following:

1. The system of rational numbers is called a "field . ..

2. Rationals have the. properties o.r closure .,

co1nruuta.tivity, and associativity for addition and

multiplication •

.3. Plo&tionals have the property of an additive identity 

and an additive inverse.

4. There is a multiplicative identity and a multi

plicative inverse (restricted) for rationals.

6 . . . 
E. T. Bell, l\:Iathematics (New Ym."'k, 1951) • P• 46. 
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5+ Rational.a have the property of distributivity. 
6" D.iviaion of rational numbers is always possible,.

except by iero. 

7• 'l'he rational numbers have order, and the order is 

dense {there is_no largest or smallest). 
e. national numbers may be e;;.."f}ress.ed as repeating

decimal.s., These properties should be analyzed,
and examples involving proofs for them should be
worked hy the student.

Rea�. Numbers 

The invention ot rational numbers proved that the 
existing numbers were not sufficient to meet the needs. So, 
from these rational numbers an ordered field called real 

numbers ,ms constructed. These include all of the rational 
and irrat,ional (any nu.tuber that is not the l"atio. of any pair 

0£ whole numbers) numbers. Any number tihich can be 

expressed as a deei.mal is known as a real number.. All 

nwabers previously discussed are included in this category-, 

natural, integers, fractions. deei.rnal fractions, rational 

plus the irrationals. Example of irrational: Consider the 

problem of .f"inding the square root 0£ a rational number a/b 

where (a/b) 2 = 2 then � m 2 and a/b = v2, and it can be 
b" 

ahO\-nI that t.her-G is no rational r.n..amher whosG square is 2 

, that is a/b • a/b = 2. The term v2 is tlY..an called a real 

n.w.{lbeJr.



"tities for thi.s unit. shcultl 

'i"''':!t-.i ""''"'"'1'::t ··t,,.4. �-"""4.� '.w.Q, 

l�on-rletrie Geornet1�y; 

The material t1hich makes up the contents 0£ this 

section could be c.:.lled a v·ocabulary study of' term.s used in 

of nets and set i11:tersection is a basic part of 

idea for 

Tho should be able to define and analyze the 

( l) point, ( 2) liit'l'? • (3 ) sp�ee, (4.) plane•

( 5 l intsrsection, ( 6) ray, ( 7) set, ( $) sega1cnt, ( 9) vertex,. 

(10) 

(13) 

quadr:11ataral, (l.l) elements ., (12) plane figures" 

{lli,) curves, and (15) end 

The import~nt concepts he:r·o for t,he student 'to grasp 

are those of' reali!4itlg that real nunibers were ir1vented to 

meet the 11oeds of certain problem sol1ring; and irlt.h certain 

consist or e;;:t,3.r,:rples 

the student practice eor~struct,ion of 

t,he proper-

Geometry 

basic concepts trlll bo developed also. 

t,hi~ section (a funtlaraental 

Studying this section 
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Emphasis should be given to the f ollo1·1ing concepts: 

l. The word fllinen means a straight line.

2. A line is a set ot points.

J. For any two sets there is a set \thieh is their

intersection.

4. An intersection may be the empty set.

5. ft. line segment is determined by two points on a

line; these points are called end points.

6. Lines are on a point, and planes are on a line.

7 ., There. is a one-to-one correspondence between lines 

on a point and points on a. line. 

8. Between any two points on a line t.here is a third

point.

A discussion on tho kinds of lines and the types of 

curves should be included. As an �ctivity, the tea.che1"'

should d:tscuss triangles and their defil"li tions. He sbould 

sketch some figures on the board, bring out their differ

ences, and explain the connection of shapes and names of' 

curves. 

Metric G1ometry 

Geometry is defined as that branch or mathematics which 

investigates the relations, properties, and measurement or

solids• surface.s, lines, and angle$. Lines, angles, and 

plane surfaces will be studied in this portion of the unit. 

An. introduction to plane geometry is the objective of this 

unit, and emphasis should be given to the following: 



1. li plane figure is a set of points on a plane •.

2., /,. polygon is a plane figure which is a closed curve 
. t·· · t• 1·· ,,. ,. t consis 1ng; en :ire. y 01. _1na segrzien th 

3. Polygons are named according to t;.he number of

4,. An angle is a set of points on ·t.wo rays \:;ith a 

eonm1on end point, and the unit of measure for an 

angle is called the degree. 

Discussionis should involve the relationship in ar1gles 

and flgures rorm.ed by parallel lines and transversals.

Geometric syrabols should be learned and used.. Jm analysis 

of fonnulas for area,. circumference, perimeter, and volum.e 

is necesam"y. The idea of c:o:n:verse principle is essential 

The teacher should 

introduce ·t.he Pythagorean Theorem at this ·time.. Bef cre 

eompleth"1.g the unit, a brief discussion on vectors ia 

reeoinme11ded. 

As an activity. the teacher can sketch different size

circles on the board. He should ask: n:oo the larger ones

have b:1.gger oirct.1,."Dferences?" He sboulcl bring out that the 

ratio oi' the circumference to the diat.'1lete:c is the same in 

any ci1"cle. Other activities should give thG.: student 

practice in the use of the protractor. 

in discussing the congruency of figures. 
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The process of evaluation is en1ployed by most people. 

'fhe 11umber of objects in a set and the amount of a certain 

substance in a given:1 space -0r area are expressions of 

evall.lations. 1
ro find the :number of objects in a set, the 

set of natural numbers is placed in a one-to-one correapon-

d.ence with the set o:f objects. To fintl amounts it WfJ.S 

necessai"'y to invent a form of comparison (unit of F10asure). 

Observation of a balance, a ruler, or a e;raduated cylinder 

will show that these units fire not exact but apprmd.l1".ate. 

Approximations are a part of everyday life, and it is essen

tial to learn something of approximate numbers. 

l'•'}i ,;,,l • 't • l +, A th .i,. d t '!,,, ld '!,,'°'.· .·v· "".· "'ll· :2.'i.en vl11S uni l..$ comp eveu, "�e SvU en. SuOU . Ev. "" = 

un.de1"'St.anding of the following: 

l.. NUznbers used for meas1.1rement are cal.led de11om.inate 

2. The metric system i.s used by scientists and a

number of nations of the world.

3. The United States uses the English system.

lh Precision and accuracy are different terms based on 

apparent and relative errors •. 

5. Computing with approximate numbers involves signif-

icant digits ..

numbers. 

D:lscus-
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For an uctiv"lty I the teach\£lr can get a dozen balls and 

should have each student count the 

balls and ob sen"",& t,ha t ea.eh should get the same number.

different should let several stud,snt.s find the 

is 110t e:mct because the cups 

tion. 

If±athematics in Science 

To give in detail the relationship between mathematics 

and the sciences would take several voltL-nes. E. T. Bell 

gives an idea of the vast connection in his quotation of 

r1ulthem.atics is Qu0en of' the Sciences and arithmetic the 
Q1.1een of It,Jathernatics. She often condescends to render 
serviee to astrono-.rfy and other natural seiene�s. but under 
all circUl'nstances the f'irst place is her d.ue. ·, 

-- c. F. Gauss 

In thie unit the basic principles that underlie scien .... 

ti.fie notation and experiment are .studied. This would 

ineluo.e the introduction of powers and exponents and an 

'7 • Bell, P• 1. 

t~he irnport.Gi.nce of denominate x1ur1bers and their 

a container of water. 

Using 

numbe:r of cupfuls of water in the container. 

it is an approxir~Q-

c. F. Gauss. 
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explanation of the advantage in using exponents when writing 

large numbers. Some of the principles involved in the study 

or this unit are: 

l. 'l"he four steps of .scientific experL,ienting:

A. Observation and collection of data

B. , The formulation of a hypothesis

c .. Predictions that can be made from these 

hypotheses 

D. T'.ne testing of a reasonable number of cases to

verity or nullii'y the predictions made.

2.- I£ the experiment is verified. it is called a 

theory or principle. 

J.. The quantitative aspects or physical experiments 

depend on the collection of mathematical data. 

!,... Predictions usually are made uith the use of mathe

matical f'ormu.las or equations. 

5.. Pi·oofa of scientific predictions are .found by 

applying mathematical principles to the collected 

and observed data. 

6. Graphs aro used to shOl"i scientif'1c information.

Eur.t'haais should be given to the steps and principles 

that are naeessary in doing ealr.rulation n1ith seientii'ie 

notations. For an activity, the teacher can write several 

large numbers on the board and explain how t.hese can be 

written using exponents. 
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Statistics 

This unit deals with tbe elementary concepts of statis

tics. The part mathematics plays in seeuri11g and developing 

rri.&terial used by govermnent agencies,- insurance ca.npa.llie.s, 

and businesses of all kinds to make predictions is not 

ttSwilly knoi.-.r11. The idea that statistical ir�ormatio:n can be 

pnsented in such 'ltJa"'/ ·. as to prove or disprove a point is an 

essential principle that the student sh.ould realize.. Some 

of the 'tarms to be analyzed and understood a.re as follm-rs: 

{l) arithfilatic mean. (2) median, {J) mode. (4) range, 

(5) average deviation, (6) data,. and (7) average.

The student should learn that certain statistics

provide better descriptions than others of specific situa

tions. . Thia unit should give him an app1 ... eciation of the use 

o£ mathematics in the social studies and of the important 

pa.rt mathematics plays in predictions that aff'ect our every

day lives. 

For an aetivi'ty,. the teacher should l:ulve students 

collect news items containing references to averages. The 

teacher should discuss these and cheek them for the kinds of 

averages used •. He should bring out that the kind 0£ average 

used is mportant for interpretation of information 

presented .. 



Chance 

This unit is an introduction to probability and logic. 

Statem<!nts are used to show the difference between conjunc

tions" disjunctions. implications, and negations. The use 

of true and false statements for finding a truth value is 

given. E.raphasis should be gi,1en to the foll�wing: 

l. The probability or chance is the ratio of the

number of favorable cases or true statements to the

total number of cases. This may be 1:1ri t ten

syi.11bolically as C = T/S C· == chance, T = true

st�tement, and S = the sum of the true and false

2. A latter or symbol may be used to represent a 

statement or a numerical value or both.

J. Substitution fer variables always mu.st come from

some specific set.

4-. Symbols are called variables. 

5. Some sentences eentail'ling Yal"iables are statements,

and some are not.

6., The truth value of' a statement is different for 

each connective, eonjunctiou, disjunction, and 

implication. 

7. The solution of equations can be attacked with the

use 0£ number sentences •.

B. Infere,1ces are dra1tm fro.u1 'the various possibilities

that a specific case presents.
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For an 1?.cti vity, the teacher should. have the students 

cheek the calendar for the prediction or \"leather several 

days ahead and make oba&-vation of the n:1..tmber of predictions 

that come trus. They sh.ould work out the 1-,robability and 

use atat.en1ents to build a truth table usil1g examples of' all 

tho connectives. 

Finite Mathematical Systems. 

The comparison of similar objects for the purpose of 

learning more about either of them is not a new idea. The 

bi.ologist learn.s by observing one animal and using the 

collect�d information to make inferences about others. The 

structure of most physical objects has some sL."'lilari ty I and 

comparison a.ids in learning about all of thGm. Mathematical 

appliaatio11. is used in making physi.cal car1par.isons. but it 

is thought of as an abstraction itself'. The fact that all 

systems of mathematics are thought of as abstract reveals 

that t.here is a si�1ilarity between therih Thia unit gives 

the student an idea of the sar,:ieness of finite mathematical 

eyste.'na. or the kinds of algebras.. He should get a elear 

picture of the framework in which f'initce mathanat.ies is 

carried out. 

tc.'hen the unit is completed, the student should h..ave an 

understanding or the i"o.lloi,,J'ing: 



l. Any mathematical system consists of a set of

ela:aen:te and a.11 equal or equivalence relation

between pairs of elements ..

2. There are one or more operations on a pair ,of

el�aents or the set.

Jo IJhen the operation on a pair of: clements 0£ a set 

produces a third element of the same set, thG 

opei"'ation is eo.lled a binary opm .. ation .. 

4• A singularly op�ation involves just one clement 

or the set. 

;. The binary operations: of additiotl. an.d multiplica

tion pos.aess t,he pl;"'Oporties of closure and 

a.ssocia:ti vi ty. 
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6. The set considered will ha.v-e an id01.1tity element

and an inverse element for each element in the set.

7-. Addition may be of another kind besides the 

familiar kind. 

8. In modular arithmetic. the properties. may be

checked by studying ta
b

les.

9. Modular addition is associative and commutative.

10. The members of a. mathematical system may not be

numbers.

ll. Modular a:ritbmetics a.re mathematical systems \tit.h

tiro operations.

12. l,lod.ular ari tbmetics have the distributive property.
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For an activity, the teacher should have students r.1ake 

a table for th3 base ten and one £or another baae. He 

should let. them compare the bases by doing the binary 

operations of addition and multiplication. He should allow 

the .students to make up the.ix- o'W'll s�bols and systems and 

compare -th.em .• 



CHAPTER V 

The problem of what unite should constitute a mathe

matics eourse for t,.�e seventh .and eighth grades to meet the 

demawl o:t the current change now taking place in r�ther.1atics 

t>IaS the chief concern of the t.iriter in preparir� this 

report. 

The i'lTriter has not tried to solve this problem of 

revising the junior high school curriculum. This can be 

done only through the cooperation of many groups r:rorldng 

together to im.prov.e tha entire mathematics progra111 as a 

whole. He has. however• tri.ed to make a small contribution 

toward a solution. 

This contribution, though limited in scope, is a.imed at· 

all students in the seventh and eighth .uad.es--not just the 

gifted. It is meant to reaeh that pupil who will pursue a 

scientific career as well as the student whose use of ms.the

matics will be confined to affairs of everyday life. 

tibile organizing these units, the writer had certain 

objectives in mind which he feels will sum up the entire 

purpose o£ this rep.ort: 
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l... 'J:o provide material which i.s fundamental yet 

challenging enough to arouse interest to the poiut 

of possible pursuit of further mathematical study. 

2. 1ro develop in each student. an appreciation for

mathematics a.s a useful art.

and the other sciences .• 

11.'o instil in tho student tho fundamental ideas of 

5.. To provide material that will help tbi student to 

attain accuracy in reasoning and cou1putation. 

6. '!10 instil in the st.ude:n-t. the idea that, mathematics

constantly affords opportunit..ies t.o search out

truth and. to seek :nisw .applications for uae in daily

1. .
1v1.ng.

7. To provide mate1�ial that will give the student a

desire for d.eveloph1g new skills in mathematics.

It is ·the des.ire, or the tr.citer that the units as 

present.ad in these outlines ,. together wit.t1 competent 

teaching, tdll accomplish these objectives. Tl1e ;.12�iter 

!"eels that the outlines cari be used a.s guid-3S t•or teaching 

seventh a11:1d eighth grade rnatherna.tics. These outlines were 

not hTtaadeu ·(io be complete, but they a.re bluep:r·i11ts which 

can be used with other material in teaching these grades. 

tfo out.line is given for t.ha ninth grade, but certain 

units ai·e recom.w.ended. 'rh.ese probably could include 
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advanced topics in algebra and introductory units in. numeri

cal trigcmometry and deao11stra:ti�1re geometry .. 
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